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Powering Partnerships 
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Kessler is committed  

to continually developing the 

Australian collections market 

Kessler is the leading debt sale intermediary in 

Australia and New Zealand, having provided 

advisory services to clients across various 

industries which has included the sale of 

approximately $4bn of debt. 

Key to the success of Kessler to date has been: 

• The holistic nature of our advisory services; 

• Kessler’s experienced and specialist bad debt 

resources; and  

• Kessler’s market leading receivables 

management analytics which drives the 

development of longer term client strategies.  

Kessler’s Expertise Single Largest 

Debt Sale 

Relationship in 

Australia and 

New Zealand, 

with presence in 

Canada and US 

Services offered 

cover entire life 

cycle of accounts 

– early cycle, 

collections 

strategy, 

outsourcing debt 

sale and advisory 

Over 3 
million 

individual 
accounts 

sold 

Over 
600 

tranches 
of debt 

sold 

Pioneered 
the sale of 

debt in 
new 

industries 

Sold 

approximately 

$4bn of Debt  
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Introduction  

This presentation will provide industry insights from the past 12 months including industry growth, 

pricing trends and debt volumes. The second half of the presentation will facilitate a Q&A panel to 

further understand how the market can be further developed to cater for recent trends.  

 

Volume Growth   
 

Pricing Trends  

 

Sale volumes 

and investment 

  

 

Market Trends  
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Market Growth  

The Australian debt sale market has seen significant growth in the past 12 months in terms of the 

number of issuers and volume of sales, with pricing at record highs for most industries.   

 

 

Significant 

increase in 

volumes of debt 

sold during the 

past 12 months 

 

Substantial 

number of 

issuers 

transitioning to 

forward flow 

programs  

 

 

Introduction of 

new industries 

and issuers to 

the debt sale 

industry 

 

Introduction of 

non-standard 

account types 
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Pricing Trends  

Pricing over the past 12 months has been at record highs with softening beginning to occur in 

mature industries.  

Prices have remained at all time highs 

over the past 12 months. There is an 

indication that prices have started to 

soften in mature industries.   

Changes are required to existing sale 

programs to maintain record levels.   

Significant growth in volumes and record 

pricing is testing the depth of the market. 
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Debt Volume and Investment in FY17 

Kessler forecast debt volumes to increase by 20% and this is to be absorbed by record buyer 

spend.  

The debt sale market continues to see growing volumes of debt as new issuers and industries 

adopt debt sale. To absorb the increasing volumes, we can expect to see one of the following 

three scenarios to occur (or a combination of scenarios):  

Major buyers 

produce record 

spends 

Prices starting to 

soften due to over 

supply  

New players enter 

the debt sale market. 

Growth of smaller 

buyers 

Scenario 1  Scenario 2  Scenario 3  



Market Movement  

To further understand the opinions of the market, Kessler conducted a closed survey to prompt the 

Q & A session.  

Scenario 1  

Publicly listed buyers increased spend by 10% from the 1H2016 to the first 1H2017  

 

A record 2H2017 spend is expected by the major buyers in the debt sale market to absorb the 

increasing volumes of debt  

Scenario 2 
 

 

Currently 10% of investment in the Australian debt sale market is contributed from second 

tier buyers, represented by 20+ entities  

 

Involving these participant or other buyers (potentially international) will help to absorb 

increasing volumes 

 

Market development within this space will need to be lead by major issuers   

Scenario 3 
 

 
Pricing softens due to an oversupply of debt and major purchaser spend capabilities starting to 

plateau 

 

The key risk here will be for mature markets not embracing a growing or diverse buyer panel  



 

 

  

Secondary Debt Sales  

 

 FY16 saw a shift in the type of accounts being sold. Kessler witnessed 5 Part IX transactions 

and a sale of Payment Arrangements which built on the standard sales of aged Credit Cards 

and Personal Loans typically sold.  

 With no significant change in the buyer panel landscape and forecasted increased sale 

volumes, secondary sale offers the opportunity to improve the depth of the market.  

 A survey completed by the leading banks has been conducted to assist in prompting the 

discussions today, which highlights the responses included throughout the presentation. 

 At the completion of the panel discussion, questions may be raised by the audience.  

 

 



Approving Secondary Debt Sales  

25.0% 

25.0% 

50.0% 

What is your current policy on secondary 

debt sales? 

Approve all sales

Approve sale as long as the

secondary buyer is on my

primary panel

Approve the sale of certain

accounts only (Part IX)

Decline, however may approve

on a case by case basis

Decline all secondary sale

requests

 50/50 response between approving and 

declining secondary sales.  

 If approved, 25% answered that the secondary 

buyer had to be on the primary panel. 

If you don’t currently approve all secondary sale 

requests, what are the factors that drive this 

decision? 

 Primary factor: No compensation/benefit for 

approving sale (75%) 

 Secondary factors: Operational issues (e.g. 

auditing, supplying supporting 

documentation) & brand and reputational 

risk 

 All respondents wish for an Australian 

secondary debt sale market 



Requests for Secondary Debt Sales  

25.0% 

50.0% 

25.0% 

How many secondary debt sales have 

you approved to date? 

0

1-5

6-10

11-20

50.0% 50.0% 

How many requests have you received 

in the past 3 years from a primary buyer 

to conduct a secondary sale? 

1-5 6-10

 50% of respondents have approved between 5-

10 secondary debt sales.  

 25% of responses indicated that they have 

approved 11-20 secondary debt sales. 

 There was a 50/50 split between receiving 

1-5 & 6-10 requests in the past 3 years. 



Developing the Australian Market 

25.0% 

25.0% 

50.0% 

Yes

Nothing formal

however we

would like to

support the

growth of these

buyers

Does your organisation currently have a strategy to 

help grow the current second tier debt buyers  

50.0% 

25.0% 

25.0% 

No, I do not see any
issues with the number of
primary debt buyers in
Australia

No, however I would like
to have more competition
on my primary panel

Yes, I have significant
concerns regarding the
concentration of market
share within the major
debt buyers and would
like to see more
competition

Even if your organisation doesn’t approve secondary 

sales. Do you have concerns regarding the number of 

primary debt buyers in Australia?  

How does your organisation propose to support the 

growth of second tier buyers?   

Approving secondary debt sales  

Allocating market share from primary sales solely for these buyers  

Facilitating the sale of niche debt tranches that suite smaller buyers   


